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Summary

Despite recent critical insights into the pluripotent state of embryonic stem cells (ESCs), there is little agreement over the inaugural and subsequent steps leading to its generation [1–4]. Here we show that inner cell mass (ICM)-generated cells expressing Blimp1, a key transcriptional repressor of the somatic program during germ cell specification [5, 6], emerge on day 2 of blastocyst culture. Single-cell gene expression profiling indicated that many of these Blimp1-positive cells coexpress other genes typically associated with early germ cell specification. When genetically traced in vitro, these cells acquired properties normally associated with primordial germ cells. Importantly, fate-mapping experiments revealed that ESCs commonly arise from Blimp1-positive precursors; indeed, prospective sorting of such cells from ICM outgrowths increased the rate of ESC derivation more than 9-fold. Finally, using genetic ablation or Cre-Blimp1 reporter mice (Figure 1A) [22], Genetic fate-mapping experiments during ICM outgrowth were performed with a Blimp1-Cre driver that faithfully recapitulates endogenous Blimp1 expression [5, 16]. A close examination of ICM outgrowth between 2 and 3 days of culture revealed small clusters of red fluorescent protein (RFP)* cells (Figure 1B), indicating that these cells were expressing or had expressed Blimp1. The RFP* cells typically had a large nucleus-to-cytoplasm ratio, formed long extensions, appeared to be highly migratory, and increased progressively in number from day 3 to day 5 of culture (Figures 1B and 1C).

Blimp1 expression is restricted to PGCs and visceral endoderm (VE) cells during the early postimplantation stage [5, 6, 16] but is undetectable in preimplantation embryos (see Figure S1A available online), suggesting that the RFP* cells seen in our blastocyst culture experiment likely represent such cell types in vitro. To test this prediction, we performed immunostaining of RFP* cells for Gata4, a marker of primitive endoderm on day-4 ICM outgrowths and found that 64.2% ± 9.9% (mean ± standard error of the mean [SEM]) of the RFP* cells expressed this protein (Figures S1B and S1C), suggesting a primitive VE-like fate in vitro. Importantly, a substantial idea that a particular subpopulation of epiblast cells, selected during the derivation process, gives rise to ESCs. An attractive candidate for this role is epiblast cells predisposed to develop in the germ cell lineage [11]. Indeed, primordial germ cells (PGCs) can be induced to generate pluripotent cell lines that are virtually indistinguishable from ESCs [12, 13], and among all lineages that develop from epiblast, only germ cells regain expression of pluripotency-associated genes during the course of their specification [14, 15]. Nonetheless, a firm link between PGCs and ESC generation has not been demonstrated. Here we use cell-fate mapping strategies and single-cell gene expression profiling to examine the developmental transitions of inner cell mass (ICM)-derived cells as they adapt to growth in ESC derivation medium. Our results indicate the importance of Blimp1 gene expression, a key marker of germ cell specification, in this process and suggest that it may offer a critical window for understanding the acquisition and maintenance of pluripotentiality in ESCs.

Results

Mouse and human pluripotent embryonic stem cell (ESC) lines can be readily generated in vitro from cultured preimplantation blastocyst stage embryos [1–4]. Whereas mouse ESCs are capable of participating in normal development [9], the full developmental potential of human ESCs is less clear. The wide uses of mouse ESCs to study mammalian embryonic development and the growing importance of such cells in biomedical research have raised pivotal questions concerning their origin. Careful study of microdissected peri-implantation mouse embryos in the late 1990s conclusively showed that ESCs originate in the early epiblast, after its segregation from the hypoblast [10]. This observation led logically to the...
subset of RFP+ cells remained negative for Gata4 expression (Figures S1B and S1C), consistent with their development in the germ cell lineage. Control experiments with cultured primary postimplantation epiblast fragments revealed a Blimp1 expression pattern (Figure S1D) that reiterated previous observations [23–25]. This finding, together with the reported robustness of the Blimp1-Cre driver transgene [5, 16], makes it unlikely that the Cre driver was aberrantly activated in vitro.

Figure 1. Lineage Tracing and Single-Cell Analysis of Blimp1-Positive Cells from Inner Cell Mass Outgrowth
(A) Schematic of experimental strategy. Blimp1-Cre mice were crossed with Rosa26-RFP reporter mice to obtain embryonic day [E]3.5 blastocysts that were cultured for various times depending on the analysis.
(B) Progressive increase in red fluorescent protein (RFP)+ cells over 5 days in cultured inner cell mass (ICM) outgrowths (Blimp1-Cre; Rosa26-RFP). Arrowheads indicate RFP+ cells within the outgrowth. Scale bars represent 100 μm.
(C) Quantification of RFP+ cells per ICM outgrowth from days 2 to 5 of culture. From 5 to 18 outgrowths were observed at each time point; bars represent mean values.
(D) Single cells were analyzed by qPCR for Oct4+, Blimp1+, and Gata4+ expression. From 16 to 19 single cells expressing Blimp1 were selected for analysis at each time point. Gapdh served as the internal control. Y axis shows Ct (cycle threshold) value.
(E) Upregulation of primordial germ cell (PGC) markers in relation to Blimp1 positivity. Expression levels of the 11 comparison genes were simultaneously determined with the BioMark system in single RFP+ (n = 33) or RFP− (n = 12) cells sorted from day 4 ICM outgrowths. The heat map is based on averaged Ct values of triplicate qPCR reactions with each single-cell cDNA.

subset of RFP+ cells remained negative for Gata4 expression (Figures S1B and S1C), consistent with their development in the germ cell lineage. Control experiments with cultured primary postimplantation epiblast fragments revealed a Blimp1 expression pattern (Figure S1D) that reiterated previous observations [23–25]. This finding, together with the reported robustness of the Blimp1-Cre driver transgene [5, 16], makes it unlikely that the Cre driver was aberrantly activated in vitro.
To study the RFP+ cells in greater detail, we performed single-cell gene expression profiling to test for the presence of PGC markers as well as Gata4. Quantitative PCR (qPCR) analysis of single RFP+ cells from day 2 to day 4 ICM outgrowths indicated a correlation between Blimp1 and Oct4 expression, whereas Gata4 tended to be expressed in the absence of these markers as ICM outgrowths developed (Figure 1D). Notably, not all RFP+ cells were Blimp1-positive at any given point in the analysis, probably because of the relatively narrow window of Blimp1 expression [25] and, in rare instances, because of improper activation of the reporter gene. Finally, by broadening our single-cell qPCR analyses, we could detect expression of Oct4 together with other common PGC markers: Ifitm3, Lin28, Prdm14, Stella, and c-Kit (Figure 1E).

**Blimp1**+ Cells Display PGC-Like Activity

To functionally characterize the RFP+ cells within ICM outgrowths, we undertook ex vivo organ culture experiments similar to those used to propagate germ cells in vitro [25]. When purified, RFP+ cells were cocultured with fragments of E13.5 female genital ridges for 3–5 days, and they proliferated slowly, forming small clumps and migrating actively (Figure 2A). Staining of organ cocultures with antibody against the mouse vasa homolog (Mvh) protein showed that the RFP+ cell population colocalized with this marker (Figures 2B and 2C). To obtain additional evidence that these RFP+ cells have the potential to differentiate in the germ cell pathway, we tested their ability to colonize genital ridges by sorting and injecting them into individual E8.5 embryos obtained from heterozygous W/Wv matings [26]. Previous studies had shown that donor cells injected into such embryos can migrate to the amniotic cavity [26, 27], where they have ready access to the gut of the developing embryo. We therefore predicted that if the RFP+ donor cells indeed possessed PGC traits, they would migrate to the genital ridges as development continued. In experiments to test this hypothesis (Figure 2D), we detected RFP+ cells along genital ridges that colocalized...
with Mvh antibody staining within the embryo (Figure 2E, Figure S2; Table S1). This indicates that the donor cells were able to respond to chemoattractive signals released from the genital ridges within the host embryo and eventually colonize them, properties typically associated with functional germ cells.

Together, these data demonstrate the emergence of cells from the Blimp1-positive fraction of ICM outgrowth that possess PGC-like properties. This acquisition of a PGC-specific transcriptional program by a small subset of early epiblast cells would be expected to provide a signaling milieu conducive to stabilization of the pluripotent state in cells that otherwise are poised to adopt a somatic fate [5, 28].

Blimp1-Positive Cells Contribute to ESC Formation

We next asked whether RFP* cells, which express or previously expressed Blimp1, can give rise to ESCs. When we isolated and replated individual cells emerging from the ICM of blastocysts cultured for 5 days (Figure 3A), most of the resultant primary colonies were RFP* (Figure 3B). In three independent experiments, we established 21 ESC lines from a total of 55 ICM outgrowths (41.8% efficiency). Importantly, a majority of the primary ESC colonies (mean 79.7% ± 4.5% standard error of the mean [SEM]) generated from Blimp1-Cre; Rosa26-RFP embryos were RFP* outgrowths enhanced the generation of ESC lines by more than 9-fold (mean 1.7% ± 0.4% SEM versus 17.0% ± 0.5%) (Figure 3D).

ESC Derivation from Blimp1-Negative Precursors Recruited Directly from Epiblast Cells

To assess the functional role of Blimp1 during ESC derivation, we performed ESC derivation experiments from embryos obtained from Blimp1 heterozygous intercrosses. Both Blimp1+/− and Blimp1+/+ embryos gave rise to ICM outgrowths (Figure 3E). We found that the loss of Blimp1 expression was not associated with a decrease in the ability of ICM outgrowth to produce ESCs (Figure 3F; Figure S4A). Nor was there any obvious qualitative phenotype of established Blimp1−/− ESC lines (Figures S4B and S4C). Even so, because a hallmark of Blimp1 molecular activity is transcriptional repression, we speculated that further repression of epiblast differentiation via inhibition of extracellular signal-regulated kinase (Fgf/Erk) signaling and glycogen synthase kinase-3 (Gsk3) activity, using the so-called 2i regimen [7, 8], might allow more Blimp1-negative epiblast cells to be recruited to an ESC fate. In experiments to test this prediction, 2i treatment of ICM outgrowths from Blimp1-Cre; Rosa26-RFP embryos for 4 days resulted in a 19.2-fold increase of ESC-like colonies compared to those generated (Figure 3C).
in conventional derivation medium alone (Figure 4A). Microarray analysis of ESC lines derived under conventional or 2i derivation conditions showed no major changes in gene expression (Figure 4B; Figure S3B), nor were there any substantial differences in the ability of these cells to differentiate properly (Figure 4C), in agreement with previous results [7]. Finally, we noted that approximately 74.4% ± 2.6% (mean ± SEM) of the ESC colonies emerging under 2i conditions were RFP− (Figures 4D and 4E), suggesting that a substantial fraction of nascent epiblast cells not induced toward a germ cell fate can directly acquire ESC-like characteristics in tissue culture medium supplemented with inhibitors of Erk signaling and Gsk activity (‘‘2i cocktail’’; blue line).

Discussion

This study of the developmental fate and gene expression profiles of ICM cells in different culture conditions yielded three key findings. (1) Close examination of ICM outgrowths in conventional ESC derivation medium revealed cells harboring molecular markers that are associated with germ cell development, consistent with previous studies [5, 15]. (2) These cells possessed properties typically associated with authentic PGCs and showed a strong propensity to transition into a stable pluripotent state in vitro (and hence become ESCs). This outcome may reflect the acquisition of a PGC-like transcriptional program early in blastocyst culture, which would be expected to provide a milieu conducive to stabilization of the pluripotent state in cells that otherwise are poised to adopt a somatic fate [5, 28, 35]. (3) Blimp1 expression was
facultative for ESC production. That is, specific alterations in Erk signaling and Gsk3 activity ("2i" regimen) enable effective direct recruitment of ESC precursors from newly formed epiblasts (Figure 4G) [7, 8].

Whether Blimp1-positive cells directly give rise to ESCs or transition through one or more intermediate steps cannot be resolved from our data, which focus on a single window of the derivation process. Nonetheless, the striking difference in gene expression profiles of these cell types strongly argues for the presence of additional developmental steps beyond the PGC-like stage. Our findings also suggest that ESC generation from cultured blastocysts is a far more complex process than initially thought, a view supported by descriptions of other pluripotent stem cell states, both in vitro and in vivo, that differ from those reported here [21, 23, 24]. Thus, it appears that the mechanisms responsible for the generation of stable pluripotency in vitro may be biologically overengineered [36]. On the other hand, our results may not unequivocally resolve the question of whether an early germ cell precursor state is essential for the derivation of pluripotent cell lines under standard serum conditions, because the loss of Blimp1 function does not entirely abrogate the formation of founder PGC precursor population, but instead affects their proliferation in vitro [5, 6]. Indeed, the present gap in knowledge concerning the specific intermediate states leading to stable pluripotency in vitro may well account for the repeated failures to derive human pluripotent cells with the same phenotypic traits as their murine counterparts. It will be difficult to realize the full biomedical potential of either human ESCs or induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) without first defining the exact sequence of events leading to their acquisition of pluripotency. Our demonstration that ESC derivation efficiency can be improved by prescreening for Blimp1 positivity suggests that PGC-permissive or inductive cues could be exploited to improve the generation of new stem cell lines from cultured blastocysts, especially in humans [37, 38]. Meanwhile, efforts to understand pluripotent cellular states might profit from closer consideration of the genetic programs that promote and maintain fidelity to the germ cell lineage [39]. We also anticipate that such strategies could be exploited to enhance the production of ES-like cells through reprogramming of somatic cells and might open new opportunities to study the early and intermediate steps of epigenetic reprogramming [40, 41].
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